MEASURE : SB2613
TITLE : RELATING TO THE COOLING INITIATIVE.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385), Ruderman R, Kahele K
DESCRIPT : Provides that the legislature encourages the administrative services assistants for all public schools on the island of Hawaii to apply at the earliest possible date for an electrical assessment by the department of education to determine whether any electrical safety mitigation is necessary prior to installing air conditioning units. Appropriation. ($$) -- SB2613
STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to EDU then WAM (586-7100)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2614
TITLE : RELATING TO HOME OWNERSHIP.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385)
DESCRIPT : Requires the Hawaii housing and development corporation, the Hawaii public housing authority, and the Hawaii community development authority to be relocated to 1 shared existing facility to be mutually determined by those agencies. Requires the relocation to be conducted in phases and be completed by July 1, 2022. Appropriations. ($$) -- SB2614
STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to HOU/ EET/ then WAM (586-8420)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2615
TITLE : RELATING TO A SCHOOL SUPPLY SUBSIDY PILOT PROGRAM.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385), Inouye L, Chang S
DESCRIPT : Requires the department of education to establish and implement a 1 year school supply subsidy pilot program at Na'alehu (Naalehu) elementary school. Report to the legislature. Appropriation. Act to be repealed on June 30, 2021 (sunset). ($$) -- SB2615
STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to EDU then WAM (586-7100)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2616
TITLE : RELATING TO HOUSING DEVELOPMENT.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385), Chang S, Kidani M, Inouye L
DESCRIPT : Amends provisions relating to applicability and exemptions under school impact fees. Repeals all government housing projects and projects processed under provisions relating to county housing powers and housing development; exemption from statutes, ordinances, charter provisions, and rules. Provides an exemption form 50 per cent of the impact fees for affordable housing, additions to existing dwelling units, accessory dwelling units, ohana dwelling units, and affordable housing projects developed by the Hawaii public housing authority. -- SB2616
STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to HOU/ EDU/ then WAM (586-8420)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2617
TITLE : RELATING TO EMERGENCY SERVICES.
DESCRIPT : Appropriation to the Hawaii health systems corporation to provide support for the expansion of the Kau rural health clinic to improve access to urgent care and outpatient behavior health services, thereby reducing the need for emergency services. ($$) -- SB2617
STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to CPH then WAM (586-6070)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2618
TITLE : RELATING TO AMBULANCES.
DESCRIPT : Appropriation out of the emergency medical services special fund to the department of health to
establish and fund 1 advanced life support ambulance based in Malakei on the island of Hawaii, including the acquisition of the vehicle and equipment and personnel costs for state certified emergency medical services personnel. ($$) -- SB2618

STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to CPH then WAM (586-6070)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2619
TITLE : MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO THE OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTING ATTORNEY FOR HAWAII COUNTY.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385), Chang S, Inouye L
DESCRIPT : Appropriation to the office of the prosecuting attorney for Hawaii county for a subsidy for the career criminal prosecution unit, including the hiring of necessary staff. ($$) -- SB2619

STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to JDC then WAM (586-6130)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2620
TITLE : RELATING TO LAND USE.
DESCRIPT : Amends provisions relating to amendments to district boundaries. Requires district boundary amendments involving lands in the conservation district; land areas greater than 15 acres, except land areas greater than 15 acres but no more than 30 acres if the land areas are proposed for reclassification to the urban district and at least 60 per cent of the land areas will be dedicated for the development of affordable housing; or lands delineated as important agricultural lands, to be processed by the land use commission. Allows any department or agency of the State, and department or agency of the county in which the land is situated, or any person with a property interest in the land sought to be reclassified to petition the appropriate county land use decision making authority of the county in which the land is situated for a change in the boundary of a district involving land areas greater than 15 acres but no more than 30 acres if the land areas are proposed for reclassification to the urban district and at least 60 per cent of the land areas will be dedicated for the development of affordable housing. -- SB2620

STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to WTL/ PSM/ HOU/ then JDC (586-6760)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2621
TITLE : RELATING TO WATER POLLUTION.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385), Baker R, Keith-Agaran G, Inouye L
DESCRIPT : Amends provisions relating to sale and distribution of sunscreen containing oxybenzone or, octinoxate or both; prohibition by changing it to sale and distribution of sunscreen containing oxybenzone, octinoxate, octocrylene, octisalate, or homosalate prohibition. Adds that prohibits the sell, offer for sale, or distribute for sale in the State any sunscreen that contains octocrylene, octisalate, or homosalate without a prescription issued by a licensed healthcare provider. Allows the department of health to adopt rules to prevent the sale and distribution of additional chemicals in sunscreens within the State. -- SB2621

STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to CPH/ AEN/ then JDC (586-6070)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB2622
TITLE : RELATING TO INVASIVE SPECIES.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385), Chang S, Inouye L
DESCRIPT : Appropriation to the department of land and natural resources to establish 5 permanent full time equivalent (5.00 FTE) invasive species technician positions at the department's division of forestry and wildlife to address invasive plants and animals in the county of Hawaii. ($$) -- SB2622

STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to WTL then WAM (586-6760)
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION
MEASURE : SB2623  
TITLE : RELATING TO COFFEE BERRY BORER.  
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385), Kidani M, Inouye L, Chang S  
STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate  
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to AEN then WAM (586-6830)  
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION  

MEASURE : SB2624  
TITLE : RELATING TO THE LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLD RENTERS CREDIT.  
DESCRIPT : Amends provisions relating to the income tax credit for low income household renters by changing the credit and income threshold. Provides that for each taxable year beginning after 2021, each dollar amount shall be increased by an amount equal to the dollar amount multiplied by the percentage, if any, by which the consumer price index for the preceding calendar year exceeds the consumer price index for the 2ng preceding calendar year 2019. -- SB2624  
STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate  
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to HOU then WAM (586-8420)  
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION  

MEASURE : SB2625  
TITLE : RELATING TO HOUSING.  
DESCRIPT : Establishes provisions relating to affordable homeownership revolving fund. Establishes the fund to be administered by the Hawaii housing finance and development corporation for the purpose of providing, in whole or in part, loans to nonprofit community development financial institutions, qualified nonprofit housing trusts, and nonprofit housing development organizations for the development of affordable homeownership housing projects. Requires loans to be awarded to projects or units in projects that are funded by programs in the US Department of Housing and Urban Development; US Department of Agriculture Rural Development; and US Department of the Treasury community development financial institutions fund. Requires all projects to have at least 50 per cent of the available units are reserved for persons and families with incomes at or below 80 per cent of the median family income and of which at least 5 per cent of the available units are for persons and families with incomes at or below 50 per cent of the median family income; the remaining units are reserved for persons and families with incomes at or below 120 per cent of the median family income; and mixed income affordable for sale housing projects or units in a mixed income affordable for sale housing project wherein all the available units are reserved for persons and families with incomes at or below 100 per cent of the median family income. Requires moneys in the fund to be used to provide loans for the development, pre development, construction, acquisition, preservation, and substantial rehabilitation of affordable for sale housing units and qualified nonprofit housing trust programs. Allows the fund to include sums appropriated by the legislature, private contributions, repayment of loans, interest, other returns, and moneys from other sources. Allows an amount from the fund, to be set by the corporation and authorized by the legislature, to be used for administrative expenses incurred by the corporation in administering the fund; provided that moneys in the fund shall not be used to finance day to day administrative expenses of the projects allotted moneys from the fund. Report to the legislature. Appropriation into and out of the fund. ($$) -- SB2625  
STATUS : Jan=17 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate  
Jan=23 20 Multiple Referral to HOU then WAM (586-8420)  
------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION
MEASURE : SB3075
TITLE : RELATING TO PSYCHOLOGISTS.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385)
STATUS : Jan=23 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
 ------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB3076
TITLE : RELATING TO THE STATE BUILDING CODE COUNCIL.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385), Rhoads K, Chang S, Moriwaki S
DESCRIPT : Appropriation to the department of accounting and general services to add 1 full time equivalent (1.00 FTE) program director position and 1 full time equivalent (1.00 FTE) staff member position, and for employment training, materials and supplies, and other costs associated with the state building code council and with establishing an office. ($$) -- SB3076
STATUS : Jan=23 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
 ------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB3168
TITLE : RELATING TO COFFEE LABELING.
STATUS : Jan=23 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
 ------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION

MEASURE : SB3169
TITLE : RELATING TO CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE THIRD SENATORIAL DISTRICT.
INTRO : Kanuha D (586-9385)
DESCRIPT : Authorizes the issuance of general obligation bonds for appropriation for capital improvement projects for the 3rd senatorial district to the department of education for Ke Kula O Ehunuikaimalino, Konawaena high school, Naalehu elementary school, Hookena elementary school, Holualoa elementary school, Honaunau elementary school, Kahakai elementary school, Kahakai intermediate school, Kealakehe high school, Kona Pacific Public Charter school, Konawaena elementary school, and Konawaena middle school; to the department of health for Kealakehe wastewater treatment facility and Kealealani building; to the department of land and natural resources for Honokohau harbor and Hulihee Palace; to the Hawaii health systems corporation for Kona Community hospital; and to the department of business, economic development and tourism for Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority (NELHA). ($$) -- SB3169
STATUS : Jan=23 20 Introduction/Passed First Reading - Senate
 ------ -- PENDING FURTHER ACTION